LIFTRONIC® EASY END EFFECTORS
ONE TOOL HEAD, MANY TYPES OF END EFFECTORS
THE UNIVERSAL TOOL HEAD OF LIFTRONIC® EASY

Allows quick applications of different types of end effectors such as hooks, pantograph chucks, jaws, clamps, etc...
ALL LIFTRONIC® EASY UNITS ARE SUPPLIED WITH A STANDARD HOOK

A standard hook is always supplied even in the case you have purchased one or more standard gripping tools for your Liftronic® Easy other than a hook.

This standard hook is designed with a safety device that keeps the hooked load from getting unhooked.
The INDEVA® standard hook is extremely versatile and can be used in a wide range of applications including the food industry, aviation (baggage handling), automotive, food and much more. INDEVA's technicians are also experts in the design of customized solutions that can perfectly adapt to the problems of our customers.
LINEAR PANTOGRAPH

The INDEVA® Linear Pantograph is a standard gripping tool designed for the Liftronic® Easy manipulators. A quick coupling system allows quick and easy exchange of standard lifting tools to be applied under the manipulator tool head. The Linear Pantograph can be completed with jaws of different sizes to suit various types of loads such as cardboard boxes or rigid cases of different sizes or other types of loads. The jaws of the Linear Pantograph can be easily and quickly adjusted to suit different sizes.
8 different configurations are available for this modular INDEVA® Compact Pantograph. Ideal for movements that require minimum bulk and excursion.
It allows easy adjustment to a wide range of load sizes. The INDEVA® Scissor Pantograph is complete with a safety carter for the prevention of injury. It can grip loads with a wide range of sizes. Different models are available according to load weight range and load type.
A Liftronic® Easy manipulator can be equipped with an end effector made of an INDEVA® compact pantograph chuck combined with an expanding chuck. An INDEVA® compact pantograph chuck complete with an expanding chuck can be used for handling tire rims, reels, tires, engine blocks etc...
An INDEVA® Liftronic® Easy manipulator can be equipped with a magnetic gripper end effector for handling iron loads. We can supply INDEVA® Magnetic Gripper is a permanent pneumatic magnet for a Liftronic® Easy unit or a Manual Magnet is a permanent magnet to apply directly to the standard hook of a Liftronic® Easy unit.
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